ASB plans activities to promote Cat spirit, involvement

BY NICOLE FROST
Editor-in-Chief

Taft High’s new ASB officers plan to start this year with a bang and turn this school around for the better.

“We want to make sure that everyone at Taft High has a part in their school, either by participating, being recognized for different things or anything else that would make them feel like they belong here,” said ASB president Priscilla Figueroa.

“We hope to bring up the cheerleader in everyone,” said activities commissioner Vanessa Tala vera. “I want people to walk away from an activity or event saying, ‘That was awesome!’”

Figueroa also wants to put a spotlight on all of Taft High’s talented students by bringing more attention to many overlooked organizations.

“I want to find a way to reward the hard-working people’s skills,” said Figueroa. “For instance, the band, the students that participate in band, color guard and art.”

I really believe that the commissioners are going to do a completely new form of march techniques. The band has adopted the new stretches and marching routines and response to commands. After the five-day stay at camp, they performed showing off what they had learned. The coaches also had their own performance where they demonstrated “Cheer-obics.”

“The Taft High cheerleaders also went to UC Santa Barbara for their cheer camp on July 30-Aug. 1. The students that participate in color guard and art also went along with their coaches Kristina Ham mors and Kelly Morris. At camp, they learned many things that would help them improve their jumps and turns. The people that took this camp will work hard to do our best for our school and its students.

We want to make sure everyone feels special and unique so we can come together and get ideas through team-building activities and different workshops. Team-building activities and different workshops were assigned different things such as morning activities, staff appreciation, making a rally and more,” said ASB president Figueroa. “There were also sessions where students could take notes to bring all of the exciting ideas back to their school. It was great!”

The Taft High cheerleaders also went to UC Santa Barbara for their cheer camp on July 30-Aug. 1. Both the varsity and JV teams went along with their coaches Kristina Hammors and Kelly Morris. At camp, they learned many things that would dramatically improve their squad.

“We became so much closer at camp,” said varsity captain Vanessa Talavera. “We improved our jumps and a lot our routines look much cleaner.”

A day for a cheerleader at camp consisted of a group warm-up, learning a cheer or dance, improving their stunting and a clinic for captains. All of this was rotated and coaches also had a specific clinic for themselves. Then at the end of camp, cheerleaders performed showing off what they had learned. The coaches also had their own performance where they demonstrated “Cheer-obics.”

This was something fun and silly that the coaches could do to end camp on a bright note. “We learned so much at camp and we definitely have more respect for our coaches and each other,” said JV captain Samantha Morrow.

“I look forward to this year.”

While some officers want to follow the examples of their predecessors, others want to branch off and achieve things that have never been done before.

If this year goes as planned, students have a lot to look forward to.

Summer camps help students improve their Cat skills

BY NICOLE FROST
Editor-in-Chief

Taft High students showed their school pride and dedication by attending a variety of camps this summer.

The first camp to take place this summer was the “Newspaper by the Book” journalism camp at Stanford University on July 4-8. Gusher editors Nicole Frost and Goccia Almaguer and journalism advisor Bill Wolfe lived in the dorms and learned about 100 other attendees.

The camp was centered around the basics of journalism such as writing different types of articles, design and fundraising options.

The students began their day by going to a lecture hall where professionals taught them about the many aspects of journalism. The students were given tasks that they were likely to face when they went home to their own school papers, such as how to interview for polls, the different ways an article can be written and how to make the most out of an idea.

On July 7-11 Taft High executive ASB went to the California Association of Directors of Activities camp, better known as CADA, at UC Santa Barbara. The people who attended were ASB president Priscilla Figueroa, vice president Peter Galvan, and ASB commissioners Vanessa Talavera and Allison Jarvinen, business manager Chelsea Dickard, managers Kelly Morris, Wes Morris, Sylvia Alfta and Valentina Hooker.

The camp was greatly influenced by DMA: a completely new form of marching that took place at UC Riverside on July 17-21. Drum major Kim Ali ta, assistant drum major Matt Massey, drum captain Andrew Lund and color guard captain Nikki Sasi were the student attendees.

These four students led a variety of activities and exercises that helped the new officers plan how to make the best of the 2010-2011 school year.

“The new school year kicked off with Back to School Night on Aug. 30. ASB officers Vanessa Talavera, Priscilla Figueroa, Jessica Barlow and Karla Lopez serve hot dogs to parents and faculty (right center) as teachers David Skowron and John Kopp discuss the new school year and Rocky O’Neill and crew work the grill. Band, led by drum major Kimberley Alita, and choir, led by teacher Amanda Locke, performed several numbers for those in attendance. Photo by Bill Wolfe.

Peter Galvan, Chelsea Dickard, Allison Jarvinen, Vanessa Talavera, Karla Lopez, Jessica Barlow, advisor Eric Newton and I went to CADA,” said Figueroa.

Figueroa brought back a lot of information to boost campus spirit and pride.

“It was definitely a learning experience,” Figueroa added. “All of the workshops, councils and different activities were great!”

While some officers want to follow the examples of their predecessors, others want to branch off and achieve things that have never been done before.

If this year goes as planned, students have a lot to look forward to.

Above: Corey Ramos, Ashley Ramos, Krysten Long and Rebeckah Horton present cards during a marching drill at Camp Condor. Photo by Amanda Posey

Left: ASB members take a break at CADA Camp in July Bottom: Chelsea Dickard; First row, Priscilla Figueroa, Peter Galvan, Allison Jarvinen; Second row: Jessica Barlow, Karla Lopez, Top, Vanessa Talavera. Photo by Eric Newton
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New cell phone policy too strict, needs reconsideration

BY RAVEENA BHAKTA
Copy Editor

Almost every day there's some new report or revision that promises to improve our lives. New technology brings new microchips that will help diagnose diseases on the spot.

According to an article in the Daily UK Mail newspaper, about five years ago people in the UK could put up with the dis- tressing waits for labo- ratory reports. Instead, the diminutive phone chip can scan a drop of saliva from a patient's mouth, send the collected information to your doctor. Vital blood tests can be completed in a matter of seconds and allow for serious conditions to be treated quickly and in the most effective way.

Blood drives will also greatly benefit from this because nurses will be able to test a donor with a device that uses the same technology that can be found in the chip, decreasing the human contact with possibly infected samples, to determine if the blood is healthy and usable. This could practically eliminate the risk of disease transmission.

The new device is the result of co- operative work between Orla Proteins Technologies and the Japan Bio- dice company, but these devices are not the only ones that are re- searching the benefits of biosensor microchips. DoCoMo and the Uni- versity of Tokyo, for example, are working on a variation of the chip that can not only identify various dis- eases but also detect a person's physical state or level of stress. Some are even talking about expanding this chip's abilities to include applica- tions of things like water analysis and air monitoring.

“Just imagine, for example, with the same chip you can get information about your health in areas at airports, you [can have] immediate diagnoses,” said a Gusher columnist.

Bradtford moves from Math to Guidance

BY RAVEENA BHAKTA
Features Editor
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Instructional aide Mitchell retires after two decades of helping students to succeed

By Tina Perez
Staff Writer

After 22 years, Rosa Mitchell, the first bilingual aide at TUSD, is retiring.

Mitchell was born in Mexico and moved here when she was 17, without any knowledge of the English language. She worked hard to teach herself not only to speak, but to write the language. She helped students who, like her, came here from Mexico, to learn the language and catch up with the rest of the students in their classes. Mitchell follows these students to their classes and translates what the teacher is saying from English to Spanish.

“When I first get here there weren’t any bilingual aids, I was the only one,” said Mitchell.

She started by working out of room 38, where students would come in to get help on learning the alphabet and “survival English.”

“I am so blessed that I had so many good friends here, to help me out,” said Mitchell.

Mitchell was also the teachers’ business teacher, attendance officer, guidance center, students counselor to the students that helped me out,” said Mitchell.

FDA concerned about health risks of substances in food packaging

By Katarina Moore
Staff Writer

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is concerned about the health risks from bisphenol-A, or BPA, and its chemical cousin bisphenol-S. The FDA has found traces of both BPA and BPS in plastic bottles and food packaging that it declared safe in 2008.

The FDA says BPA and BPS are based on studies that have found harmful effects in animals, on evidence that the chemicals seep into food and baby formula, and the fact that nearly everyone is exposed to it, starting in the womb. Some believe the chemicals can affect the reproductive system.

BPA is one of the most widely used chemicals in the world, found in plastic bottles, sippy cups, and so many other products. The chemical is also used in the cans used to hold infant formula.

BPA is found in many packaging materials, in certain types of deli meat, and in single-serve and single-use condiments. The chemical is also found in the lining of aluminum cans that contain soda or other beverages.

The FDA is concerned about the chemical’s potential effects on behavior, obesity, diabetes, reproductive disorders, cancer, asthma, heart disease and other conditions that could be triggered by exposure to the chemical.

FDA officials say there is no proof that BPA is the cause of these health problems, but they are concerned enough to call for more research.

FDA scientists say BPA is a hormone disrupter, which means it can interfere with the body’s natural hormones. They say BPA and other chemicals like it can change the way cells divide, grow and react.

The FDA is working with the National Institutes of Health to get more research on the chemical and its effects on the body.
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New teachers bring fresh ideas, energy to Taft High

BY SARAH MURGU
Entertainment Editor

If you have suggestions for a story in The Gusher, or want to comment on a story in this issue, write to The Gusher c/o Mr. Wolfe at bwolfe@taft.k12.ca.us or drop a note in Mr. Wolfe’s mailbox.

BY DANIEL WATTS
Sport Editor

If you enjoy competing in pistols and those gun-matches, hunting and Geocache. He is the co-owner of Ten Percent Firearms, a gun shop in town. Morris coached soccer at TUHS from 1999 to 2003 and hopes a coaching spot becomes available for him again. He plans to be actively involved in the Internet Club this year. Morris’s goal is to provide a challenging and rewarding learning environment for his students.

“Many good teachers applied for that spot,” Reed said.

Sophie Rasmussen teaches art.

“I really appreciate that every- one at Taft High is so respectful and helpful,” said Rasmussen. “I am so excited to be part of it and I am very glad that I have been selected to work here.”

Sophie Rasmussen teaches art.

“Without Mrs. White it would have been easy to understand it, he isn’t doing his job day long but if his students don’t understand it, he doesn’t understand it correctly.

I need to adjust my teaching so students can learn. It really is a constantly changing environment,” said Morris.

Wes Morris was happy teaching at Vista West and only left because the job offer allowed him to return to Taft High. He is looking forward to getting back into student activities and working with the more intensive students.

“I enjoyed having Mr. Morris as my history teacher,” said Eric Alavez, a former student of Morris’s at Vista West. “He makes every- thing he talks about an interesting subject and without him, I wouldn’t have anything as I do now.”

Art is her main subject of focus, “I love being able to help them discover what they are good at and art is a great way to do that. I want my students to decide what direction they want to take for the future.”

“Even though art is my favorite class, I don’t mind teaching the areas and subjects,” said Rasmussen.

“Being able to be a positive influ- ence on people is what I enjoy most about teaching,” explained Morris.

“My job as a teacher is simply to fa- cilitate his students’ learning. Mor- ris explained how he could teach daily long but if his students don’t understand it, he doesn’t understand it correctly.

Wes Morris is teaching World History and U.S. History this year.

“I came to Taft because they have a great math program and overall great school,” said West.

Karen White...
TUHS has its share of pregnant students. They acknowledge the challenges of having a baby while still in high school.

BY MERSADIES GUNTER
Staff Writer
ANDI SUARO
Entertainment Editor

On average, 75,000 teenage girls become pregnant every year in the United States. The pregnancy rate among teenagers has increased nationally for the first time in more than a decade.

Unmarried teenagers having children account for 24 percent of all births in Kern County, according to national data. The rate is much higher among a teen while a teenager presents several challenges, particularly socially and academically.

The research shows that children born to teen parents tend to struggle socially and academically. The rate among Kern County girls, for instance, is higher than the state-wide average. Since 2002, the rate of low birth weight babies has been higher than the state-wide rate.

A recent story in the Bakersfield Californian about the latest figures generated a flurry of comments on the paper’s website, most reflecting disappointment in being first in this category. One comment stood out for the accurate description of the local situation.

“I’m 21 and most of my friends are mothers. Most of my graduating class were already parents. When we have teenage pregnancy being publicized as the norm, like on MTV’s “Sixteen and Pregnant,” one visits the Marketplace on a Friday night to observe 14-year-olds socializing with 16-year-olds, it’s no wonder why Kern County is #1. It’s not hard to put a condom on, boys (or girls), nor is it a difficult task to see that it is a contraceptive method, nor is it a difficult task to keep a corporation from profiting on a product that only benefits the anonymous commenter.”

With the rate among Kern County girls, for instance, is higher than the state-wide average. Since 2002, the rate of low birth weight babies has been higher than the state-wide rate.
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Varsity volleyball team rebuilds for excellence

By Karissa Dixon
Staff Writer

“It's going to be a rebuilding year for the varsity volleyball team, which has only two players returning from last year’s team. But with four girls moving up from JV, the Lady Cats are looking forward to the season.”

“My biggest challenge is trying to get the four girls that moved up from JV to play varsity. Having so many new players is a big step,” said coach Adena Furrman.

The majority of the girls participating are in their second year of playing volleyball.

Since school began, practices have included more conditioning and more hitting and passing drills.

“My goal for the season is to be the number one player in league,” said junior Clarissa Rivas.

“I want to do my best for my team. I want to help them win,” said junior Mariah Ruiz.

The team wants to beat their most challenging rivals this year, Tahcapi and Bakersfield Christian.

This year they will be playing at the Ridgeview Tournament, which they have never played before but are very excited to try.

Long-sleeve uniforms and all-new gear have gotten the girls even more excited to start the season.

Sports

Varsity girls’ tennis led by underclassmen

By Nathan Hutchinson
Autumn Fee Staff Writers

This year the girls’ varsity tennis team is a very competitive group of girls with high expectations for the coming season.

“Our goal is to finish top three in league and top four in Valley,” says coach Jim Carnal.

Though they have lost seven seniors to graduation and only have three girls this year, the team has a big turnout of players and is progressing well to accomplish their goals.

The team is optimistic about the games to come and they are looking forward to everything from saves to serves and even some all-around improvements.

The lady cats worked hard over the summer, doing two-hour practices four days a week for three weeks. During practice they worked on general strokes, volleys, serves, backhands, doubles strategies and other techniques to up their game against the competition. The team has beat the year two BVCHS, who have one of the top players and doubles team, and Tehachapi.

“She took her unanny ability to rally the ball and turned it into a fearsome unalterable barrage of fuzzy yellow sting,” said coach Nathan Usery.

The competitive girls’ varsity tennis team is full of lady cats with high expectations who are looking forward to destroying the competition in the year to come.

Season opener a big win for JV ‘Cats

By Daniel Watts
Sports Editor

The JV football team is poised to repeat last year’s 10-0 success as they go into Garces ready to face this year’s team, the boys captured the SSL title with a 10-0 record. This year, the team will be playing a tougher schedule than last season. The Lady Cats will be against Golden Valley, fellow SSL champion Kevin Sprague. “We will face this season with the greatest challenge the team will face this season.”

Although, the schedule changes don’t seem to bother quarterback Vaughn Richardson.

“We have to win every game. We have got to save our season and make sure this year is a winning season.”

Even through we have a tougher schedule, I am confident we will be able to win this year,” said Richardson.

The Cats are going to face this season with the greatest challenge the team will face this season.

Sophomore running back Steven Gee and Matua Iakopo also believes the schedule will present a challenge.

“If we can win every game we are going to have a very successful year,” said Gee.

“We have to win every game and prove our explosiveness and over take this year is going to be a very big season. It’s our year.”

“I think that Speed and Strength will help our team out this year. The players who went played very well,” said sophomore Lineman Edtmer Medel.

Coach Goodwin has a very positive outlook on how this season will turn out.

“This is a very talented team and I look forward to seeing what they can do on the field this season,” said Goodwin.

To kick off the season, the Bobcats beat Golden Valley 22-0 on September 3rd. To get the season underway, Richardson threw a 64-yard touchdown pass to lako & a 15-yard pass to Christian Easley. He also completed a 10-yard touchdown pass to número. Richardson scored on a 1-yard quarterback sneak by Richardson to finish the scoring. On the other side of the ball, the defense played well and looks to be very promising throughout the season.

The Bobcats look to continue their success when they travel to Coalinga to face the Horned Toads on September 10th.

Speed & Strength Camp improves athletes’ abilities

By Grecia Almaguer
Photo Editor

While many students were staying up late and sleeping in on September 10th, student athletes were getting up early for their 2010-2011 sports seasons at the annual summer Speed and Strength Camp.

“This camp is beneficial to students,” said assistant coach Mike Goodwin. “Unfortunately, we have a lot of beginners who seem to still have high hopes for the season and think they can go 10-0 again if they keep practicing.

This is coach Mike Goodwin’s second year as the JV head coach and he is looking forward to working with this team.

Seven Gee and Matua lakoos are great running backs and Vaughn is a very smart quarterback,” he said.

Goodwin, like Richardson, believes that the schedule change is the greatest challenge the team will face this season.

In preparation for the season much of the team took part in the summer Speed and Strength program. This consisted of conditioning, speed work and strength training.

“I think that Speed and Strength will help our team out this year. The players who went played very well,” said sophomore Lineman Edtmer Medel.

Coach Goodwin has a very positive outlook on how this season will turn out.

“This is a very talented team and I look forward to seeing what they can do on the field this season,” said Goodwin.

To kick off the season, the Bobcats beat Golden Valley 22-0 on September 3rd. To get the season underway, Richardson threw a 64-yard touchdown pass to lako & a 15-yard pass to Christian Easley. He also completed a 10-yard touchdown pass to número. Richardson scored on a 1-yard quarterback sneak by Richardson to finish the scoring. On the other side of the ball, the defense played well and looks to be very promising throughout the season.

The Bobcats look to continue their success when they travel to Coalinga to face the Horned Toads on September 10th.
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Once again our cross-country team is on the move; this Fall team features many returning runners from last year. The team will again feature juniors Marina Jonathan, Brian Canetti, Daisy Ganc-iron, Tania Oesernia and Lilibeth Pe-rrauda. The returning boys are junior Michael Hernandez, seniors Daniel Lira, Jesusman Xancilo, Travis Moore and sophomores Chris Lopez and Phillip Taylor. “Our team is looking really good this year,” said John. Along with junior David Den-ness and Timothy Greer both wished that more kids could get out for summer practice, the team is start-ing to get back into shape. “We’re at the top of the pack this year and I’ve been sitting in the park thinking about this conversation turned out to be a relationship with other people, to a-chieve their goal as always is to perform their best at every meet,” said Usrey. The expectations for this year are high. "I think we will be able to get in to the low 17’s, maybe lower [in the September 14, 2010 Page 7]
Arcade Fire’s The Suburbs captures the joys and frustrations of adolescence

BY SARAH MURO
Entertainment Editor

Growing up is tough. It’s full of responsibilities, sacrifices and reality checks, and no one really tells you what to expect and how to handle the future. Arcade Fire’s third full-length album, The Suburbs, finds the band displaying a newfound maturity and insight into this adolescent age.

The Suburbs is a logical development from Arcade Fire’s previous albums, revisiting the youthful characters from Funeral (2004) who longed to escape their “Neighbourhood” and from Neon Bible (2007), who desperately wanted to “Keep the Car Running.”

If there’s one word that describes Arcade Fire’s sound, it’s “huge.” Five bands can match the passion and intensely moving sound that this Montreal band is known for.

With that reputation, however, The Suburbs is decided modest. Their songs are still sprawling, as instruments and voices are slowly added to the arrangement, but the result is still introspective.

The varied instrumentation, heartfelt lyrics and these production are what fans have come to expect. The effect of The Suburbs is to inspire listeners to make personal connections to songwriter Win Butler’s experiences growing up in the suburbs of Houston. Butler had traded the aggressive songwriting of Neon Bible for a more reflective and emotional style like that found on Funeral, but with more wisdom and acceptance of reality.

“Modern Man” explains that the routine of a settled life is “like a record that’s slipping,” while “the clock keeps ticking.” “Exposure” caught at the “modern kids” as they “use big words that they don’t understand,” and who “will eat right out of your hand.”

“We Used to Wait” and “Wasted Hours” speak of “lives changing fast,” “waiting for something pure to last” and “hours waiting away without any knowledge of it.”

AF’s music fits its imagery. “Suburban War” sets the story of old friends jumping fences and taking long car rides to a backdrop of lonely-keysto overdriven strings and sadly chiming guitars.

“As if to demonstrate they haven’t forgotten what got them to this point in their career, the band brings it all home with “Sprawl II (Mountains Beyond Mountains),” creating an almost anthemic out roar of a mirror discs beat, glacial synthesizers and the pleading urgency of Regine Chassagne’s voice.

The Suburbs is an album that should be listened to from start to finish in order to create the desired listening experience. It’s a journey you will want to take many times.

Australia’s Cat Empire crafts a musical movie with fourth CD, Cinema

BY KRISTYLE HOLDNER
Features Editor

The Cat Empire has always been a band that breaks down the barriers in music. They have never let themselves be restricted by genres; the band members use their musical ability to explore many genres, resulting in their distinctive sound.

The band originated in Melbourne, Australia as Jazz Cat, a nine-piece group made up of musicians with different backgrounds. In their fourth studio album, Four, the band embraces their musical diversity and the result is a collection of songs with a rock attitude and World Beat strains and textures.

The best song on the album is undoubtedly “Call Me Home,” which is instantly catchy with its upbeat Latin/Samba feel and call-and-re- response section.

Their jazz background is openly expressed in songs such as “Feelings of Love,” which is highlighted by an energetic horn arrangement, and “All Hell,” with its funky jazz chords.

Cinema is darker than their previous albums, especially lyrically. The band is not shy about breaking up with the girl, the singer/trumpet player Harry Anguist, claims that “she is” the only light he has, and the only one he needs.

In “Reasonable,” lead vocalist Felix Riebl comments on “the sign that knows the devil might be winning,” and notes that the “fingers that point accordingly” are “Reasonable” fine, at least to let us make a move.

Cinema’s songs are plagued with love troubles and set apart by their funky beats and infectious lyrics. While each of the songs has its own appeal and noteworthy moments, only a few tracks are truly memorable.

I Like Him, He Likes Her trilogy offers insights on school friendships, love

BY WINTER MARTIN
Staff Writer

This novel is not just another teenage girl book. It shows the true meaning of friendship and love and support. Like Him, He Likes Her by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor is the title of a collection that includes Alice Alone, Simply Alice and Patiently Alice, all of which are available in the library.

Naylor does a great job of showing you how Alice feels in the situations she is put in. The book explores the ultimate test of friendship and love: friends can be there for each other.

Alice Alone covers 14-year-old Alice’s first semester of high school. Alice’s father’s marriage to her 7th grade English teacher and her breakup with her boyfriend of two years, who ran off with Alice’s best friend, Harry, the new guy.

Alice has two best friends, Elizabeth and Penny, who in Alice’s eyes are perfect. She has to face the test of friendship when Elizabeth tells her a secret that may change both their lives. This secret has been hidden for several years, and by the end of the book her relationship with both her friends begins to fray.

In Simply Alice there is hope for Alice’s love life when she gets an email from CAZ, Crazy About You. When she finally meets this mystery boy it makes a lot easier to cope with the loss of her boyfriend, Patrick.

Alice encounters new friends while she participates in the school play. She must learn to balance a part-time job at the Melody Inn, being on the staff of the school paper, preparing for her father’s wedding and helping out the stage crew for the school play.

Patiently Alice shows that Alice’s friendship can withstand a lot. After not talking for several months, the girls decide to get together and sign up to be assistant counselors.

The best friends spend the summer together and all of them find love except Alice, who just wants a summer off to relax and spend time with her friends without having to worry about trying to impress someone.

This book starts to get upsetting toward the end when her older brother Landon is arrested and Alice and Elizabeth witness Pamela having a fight with her mother about leaving the family. This upsets all of the girls and Alice realizes that her friends aren’t as perfect as she thought they were and that they have just as many problems as she does.

These novels provide a great example of friendship and love. They suggest how real girls should treat other people and that they should always be there for each other.

Brittany Ellis is the girl every girl wants to be and every guy wants to date. She is a seemingly perfect girl with perfect grades and a perfect boyfriend.

In their fourth album, Perfect Chemistry, they em- brace their musical diversity and the result is a collection of songs with a rock attitude and World Beat strains and textures.

The best song on the album is undoubtedly “Call Me Home,” which is instantly catchy with its upbeat Latin/Samba feel and call-and-re- response section.

Perfect Chemistry explores romance between opposites

BY MARIA SOLIS
Staff Writer

Brittany Ellis is the girl every girl wants to be and every guy wants to date. She is a seemingly perfect girl with perfect grades and a perfect boyfriend.

In their fourth album, Perfect Chemistry, they embrace their musical diversity and the result is a collection of songs with a rock attitude and World Beat strains and textures.

The best song on the album is undoubtedly “Call Me Home,” which is instantly catchy with its upbeat Latin/Samba feel and call-and-re- response section.

Perfect Chemistry is a book that will keep you captivated from start to finish. It is an unexpected twist from the usual love story, but still engaging. The author also explores the differences in the cultures of an All-American family like Brittany’s and a Mexican-American family like Alex’s. People are afraid to be different, and this book shows us that we don’t all have to be perfect just to maintain the ideal appearance.
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